ABSTRACT
, where bvi (u,e,e' ) is the cost of transferring a converted unit of commodity of type i from edge e through u to edge e'.
The sets ((V, E, ce, ze, cv, zv,{bei,bvi, qi|i=1..r}) are called the extended linear multicommodity multicost network.
Note: If bei(e)=, commodity of type i is prohibited from circulation on path e. If bvi(u,e,e') = , comodity of type i is banned from path e through u to path e'.
Let p be the path from node u to node v through edges ej, j=1..(h+1), and nodes uj, j=1..h as follows p = [u, e1, u1, e2, u2, …, eh, uh, eh+1, v] The cost of circulating a converted unit of commodity of type i, i = 1..r, passing the path p, is denoted by the symbol bi(p), and defined by the following formula: 
MULTICOMMODITY FLOWS IN EXTENDED LINEAR MULTICOMMODITY MULTICOST NETWORK
Given a multicommodity multicost network G = (V,E,ce, ze, cv, zv, {bei, bvi, qi|i=1..r}). Assume, for each commodity type i, i=1..r, there are ki source-target pairs (si,j, ti,j), j=1..ki, each pair assigned a quantity of comodity of type i, that is necessary to move from source node si,j to target node ti,j.
Denote Pi,j the set of paths from node si,j to node ti j, in G, which commodity of type i can be passed, i=1..r, j=1..ki. Set For each path p Pi,j, i=1..r, j=1..ki, denote xi,j(p) the flow of converted commodity of type i from the source node si,j to the destination node ti,j along the path p.
Denote Pi,e the set of paths in Pi passing through the edge e, eE. Denote Pi,v the set of paths in Pi passing through the node v, vV. 
A set
F = {xi,j(p) | p Pi,j, i=1..r, j=1..ki}
MAXIMAL CONCURENT MULTICOMMODITYMULTICOST FLOW PROBLEMS
Given an extended linear multicommodity multicost network G=(V,E, ce, ze, cv, zv, {bei, bvi, qi|i=1..r}). Assume, for each commodity type i, i=1..r, there are ki source-target pairs (si,j, ti,j), j=1..ki, each pair assigned a quantity of comodity of type i, that is necessary to move from source node si,j to target node ti,j Each type of commodities i, i=1..r, required tomove Dijunits of commodity type i from source node si,j to target node ti,j, j = 1, ..., ki.
The task of the problem is to find a maximum number such that there exists a transfer flow .Di,junit of commodity type i, i=1..r, from source node si,j to target node ti,j,j =
The problem is expressed by an implicit linear programming model (P) as follows:
 max satisfies ce(e).ze(e), eE
The dual linear programming problem of (P), called (D), is constructed as follows: each edge eE is assigned an dual variable le(e), each node vVis assigned an dual variable lv(v), each requirementdijis assigned variablezij, i=1..r, j=1..ki. The problem (D) states the following: Consider the problem (D):
=

Lemma
The problem (D) is equivalent to the problem (D) such that their optimal value are equal and the optimal solution of one problem derives the optimal solution of the other problem and vice versa. In contrast, let (le,lv, zi,j) be an accepted solution of (D). Then, we have:
Prove Denote min(D) and min(D), respectively, the optimal values of the problem (D) and the problem (D). Given functions le: ER
It follows D(le,lv).Hence,min(D) min(D) (**).
From (*) and (**)it follows min(D) = min(D)
. 
is an optimal solution of problem (D).
Conversely, if (le,lv, zi,j) is an optimal solution of the problem (D), then (le,lv) is an optimal solution of the problem (D).
ALGORITHM Ideas
Algorithmisimplemented through several phases. Each phase consists of k loops. At the loop [i,j], i=1..r, j=1..kiof a periodtwe movedi,jconverted units of commodity type ifrom source node si,j to target node ti,j. This move is implemented in a number of steps.
Algorithm
Input: Extended multicommodity multicost network G=(V,E, ce, ze, cv, zv, {bei, bvi, qi|i=1..r}). Assume, for each commodity of type i, i=1..r, there are ki source-target pairs (si,j, ti,j), j=1..ki, each pair assigned a quantity of comodity Dijof type i, that is necessary to move from source node si,j to target node ti,j.
Denote n=|V|, m=|E| and  is the approximation ratio to be achieved. 
do // steps { Find the shortest path p từ si,j đến ti,j calculated by function length (.) . Note that the path p must be valid for commodity of type i, i.e., not containing the edge with edge cost  or the node with the switch cost .disti,j(le,lv) is the shortest pathp từ si,j đến ti,j calculated by function length(p), bei(p) is the cost of a converted unit of commodity type ion the pathp.
Set c = min{min{ce(e).ze(e)|ep},min{cv(v 
//The End.
Proof Of Algorithm
Remarks: In (t1) phases of implementation of the above algorithm, i=1..r, j=1..ki, we have transferred (t1).di,junits of converting from si,j to ti,j. However, the transferred flow may exceed the throughout capacity of the edges.
The following lemma resolves the above problem
Lemma
Proof. Consider any edge e. Initiationly, 
le(e)=/(ce(e)ze(e)), e E,lv(v)=/(cv(v)zv(v)), vV.
let1(e) < 1/(c(e).ze(e)), e E,lvt1(v) < 1/(cv(v)zv(v)), vV.
Letfe(e) be the sum of the converted units of commodities passingeE and fv(v)is the sum of the converted units of commodities passing vV in(t1) phases.
Consider eE. Suppose in the process of constructing fe(e) there isce(e)ze(e) units of the flow are passed e through q steps, each step transfers gsconverted units of commodity, i.e.
= ce(e)ze(e). Through each step,le(e) is increased by the factor (1+.gs/(ce(e)ze(e))). We see, for every edgeeE, for each transfer of ce(e)ze(e) converted units of commodities through e, le(e)increases by at least one factor (1+).
Similarly, for every node vV, for every cv(v)zv(v) converted units of commodity passed v,lv(v)
increases by at least one factor (1+).
On the other hand, the number of times to send ce(e).ze(e) converted unit of commodity over each edge eEis at least fe(e)/(ce(e).ze(e)) and the number of times to send cv(v)zv(v) converted unit of commodity through each nodevVis at least fv(v)/(cv(v)zv(v)).
At this point, the edge and node functions will satisfy the following inequality:
let1(e) le0(e).(1+ ) fe(e)/(ce(e).ze(e))
, eE and lvt1(v) lv0(v). (1+ ) 
fv(v)/(ve(v).zv(v))
, vV
Hence inferred fe(e)ce(e).ze(e).
<ce(e).ze(e).
=ce(e).ze(e). ,eE and
fv(v) cv(v).zv(v). <cv(v).zv(v). = cv(v).zv(v).
,vV. 
Lemma
Assume 1. The algorithm's found flow, after being divided by , is the concurent maximal flow, where is the maximal coefficient with the approximation ratio (1+).
Proof
Since le and lv functions are incremental after each update, 
(2) Next, we have
From (2) and (3) we receive:
For 1, we have
With regard tostop condition of algorithm D(t)  1, we have
Set  = and entail từ (4),we have
, and so
On the other hand, by duality, we have  1. Vì  = 1
, we have <(1+). Then, the value  = is the maximal coefficient with the aproximation ratio (1+). Further, denote imax, jmax indexes satisfying
From the constraint of the problem (P) On the other hand, each phase implements k loop, so the loop number is k.t. Consider the loop transferingdi,jthe converted units of commodities from si,jto ti,j, i=1..r, j=1..ki. Since cmin is the the minimal capacity of edges and nodes, the number of steps required to execute the loop is not exceeded (di,j/cmin+1). The main procedure in each step, finding the shortest path from si,jto ti,j, has a complexity of n 3 [8] . So the complexity of the loop is (di,j / cmin+1).n 
CONCLUSIONS
The paper develops a model of extended linear multicommodity multicost network that can be more exactly and effectively applied to model many practical problems. Then, maximal concurent flow problems are modeled as implicit linear programming problems. On the base of dual theory in linear programming, an effective approximate algorithm is developed. Correctness and algorithm complexity are justified. The results of this paper are the basis for studying further multicommodity multicost flow optimization problems. 
